
JURD7161 Torts Case List

PRINCIPLE RATIO CASE DESCRIPTION CITATION

General rule Standard of care Average person - the person on the Bondi tram 
Standard of care of an average reasonable person. 

Children Lower to age of child 12-yo boy threw a piece of scrap metal which he sharpened into a dart at a 
post, but missed and hit McHale who was standing nearby blinding her. 
Apply lower standard of care appropriate to child's age

McHale v Watson 

Mental illness Standard of care of 
reasonable person with 
that skill

A psychiatric patient with schizophrenia escaped from hospital and jumped 
in front of the bus. No lower standard of care.

Carrier v Bonham

Learners Passenger knew 16 yo was unlicensed and had no experience; but allowed 
him to drive and he lost control of the vehicle and it overturned. Passenger's 
knowledge not relevant to lower the standard of care.

Imbree v 
McNeilley

Special skill Standard of a reasonable 
person possessing that skill

Home handy-man altered telephone lines injured company worker sent to fix 
the lines. Standard of care of a reasonable person possessing those special 
skills. 

Papatonakis 

Special skill Possess skills of the specific 
class or type of defendant

Chief engineer of ship failed to notice oil discharge at early stage - a 
reasonable chief engineer would have noticed it earlier. 

A reasonable person possess knowledge, experience, qualifications and 
expertise of the specific class or type of defendant

Wagon Mound 
(No 2)

Special skill Inexperience does not 
reduce the standard

Junior in-house surgeons: no lower standard of care; but experience 
relevant in fixing proportions to be borne that the board had placed 
inexperienced partitioners in charge of the outpatient’s department

Jones v 
Manchester Corp 

Special skill Varies with position in 
organisation

Standard of skill may vary according to position in organisation
Eg. CFO; CEO; managers; consultants etc. 

Wilsher v Essex 
Area Health

Own safety Standard of care reasonably 
to protect people who are 
behaving reasonably

Extent of the obligation owed by the RTA was that of a roads authority 
exercising reasonable care to see that the road is safe for users exercising 
reasonable care for their own safety. Standard to protect people taking 
reasonable care for own safety. 

RTA v Dederer 

Professionals with 
special skills 

The Bolam Principle - 
Material risk 

Ophthalmic surgeon operated on patient but negligently failed to warn of 
risk of chance of complications. Material risk = if a reasonable person in 
patient's position, would be likely to attach significance if warned

Rogers v 
Whitaker

s 5B
Not insignificant

RF of a not insignificant risk 
(low threshold)

Water-skier became a quadriplegic after a water skiing accident when 
Council dredged a channel and erected a sign stating “deep water.” Sign was 
ambiguous, therefore might induce people to believe water was safe. 
Reasonably foreseeability of not a risk that is not insignificant.

Wyong Shire 
Council v Shirt 

s 5B
Not insignificant

Foresight of risk of general 
injury

7-yo girl was injured attempting to roller skate on a trampoline unsupervised 
whilst staying at the friend’s house. Parents warned against use of 
trampoline previously. Risk of injury from unsupervised child on trampoline 
was foreseeable. 

Doubleday v Kelly 

REASONABLE FORESSABILITY OF RISK OF HARM

PROFESSIONALS WITH SPECIAL SKILLS - CLA ss 5O + 5P

BREACH

STANDARD OF CARE
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Probability Low probability 15 yo girl fell off a cliff on a late Saturday night after drinking in the parking 
lot of a national park. Fell off cliff because she was drunk and suffered 
quadriplegia (serious injury)

Probability - low - no previous accidents
Likely seriousness - high - falling from 3-4m
Burden of taking precautions - cumulative high - lighting; fencing and 
signage; high cost - would have to build fences everywhere 
Social utility - low - destroys people's enjoyment of national park

On balance - no breach of duty, although likely seriousness was high, 
precautions may not necessarily be taken if low probability.

Romeo v 
Conservation 
Commission 

Probability Low probability Boy jumped of bridge in shallow water and became a partial paraplegic; 
people frequently jumped but probability of injury was low; riverbed + water 
level was constantly changing; no diving signs existed; bridge had horizontal 
bars.

On balance, no breach of duty as suggested measures would be ineffective 
(signs; modify platform) or too expensive, given the low probability. 

RTA v Dederer 

Likely seriousness High likely seriousness Paris was half blind and lost other eye too when a metal chip flew into his 
good eye. Not ordinary practice for employers to supply goggles to men 
employed in garages on maintenance and repair of MV.  

Given the high likely seriousness, employer must take greater care as he 
knows or ought to know plaintiff's vulnerability to injury - breach established. 

Paris v Stepney 
Borough Council 

Burden of taking 
precautions

High burden of taking 
precautions

Indoor cricket player went blind due to an accident at a sports facility. Facility 
did not provide safety protection and taken precautions.

Given the high burden of taking precautions, there was no suitable headgear 
available, no breach of duty

Woods v Multi-
Sport Holdings

Social utility High Social Utility Red Cross negligently transmitted HIV via blood transfusion to plaintiff 
because did not screen blood.
 
Given the high social utility, ie social benefit of blood donation outweighed 
the risk of screening for the disease, no breach of duty. 

E v Australian 
Red Cross Society 

Forward looking What a reasonable person 
would have done in 
response to a potential risk

Plaintiff dove into the ocean from a rock platform and broke his neck. He saw 
many others do it without a problem. Argued signs should be erected. 

Consider whether the Council can reasonably foresee risk for divers. A 
reasonable council would not erect a sign at every single point of danger - 
high burden.  

Vairy v Wyong 
Shire Council

CALCULUS OF NEGLIGENCE
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Breach of duty No breach. 10yo sleeping over at friend's house fell from bunk bed when climbing down 

and put foot on chest of drawers and slipped; distance of 1.4m from top 
bunk; Shaws removed the guard rail and ladder due to poor design believed 
not needed. 

No breach of duty - standard of care of ordinary parents; low probability of 
injury; medium likely seriousness; low burden of taking precautions; low 
social utility. 

Shaw v Thomas 
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Factual causation Wrongful act created 
situation of danger 

Stramare parked a truck across highway to unload vegetables into a shop in 
early hours of morning. March was drunk and speeding; he collided with the 
truck and was injured. Negligently parking truck created situation of danger.

March v E&MH 
Stramare 

Factual causation More probable than not Cotton died from lung cancer but was also exposed to asbestos from work 
and heavily smoked cigarettes. Must prove on balance of probabilities that 
asbestos exposure was "a" cause of cancer. However, 23% chance of being 
involved in development of lung cancer does not tip the balance of 
probabilities. 

Risk and probability of asbestos was low - on balance of probabilities, it was 
not more probable than not that cancer was linked to asbestos. 

Amaca v Ellis

Scope of liability Exceptional case Gunman at restaurant at NYE was hit in face in dispute on dancefloor. He left 
and returned with a gun and shot two attendees. Injuries suffered were not 
'but for' Adeel's negligence failing to provide security personnel. 

If 'but for' test not satisfied, then consider 'whether or not and why' 
responsibility for scope of liability for harm should be extended 

Not an exceptional case - even if security present, cannot be sure gunman 
would not have shot the victims. No scope of liability imposed on Adeels 
Palace. 

Adeels Palace v 
Moubarak                                   

Scope of liability Disabled woman on crutches tripped on chip on floor of sidewalk of  
Woolworths. Evidence could not determine when the chip was dropped onto 
the floor. 

On balance of probabilities, onus satisfied that chip had been on floor more 
than 15-20 minutes. Therefore, cannot conclude that chip was on the ground 
long enough to be detected / removed by a reasonable cleaning system. 

On the balance of probabilities, sufficient that plaintiff’s injury would not 

Strong v 
Woolworths

Scope of liability Subjective test Medical negligence – failure to warn of risks or negligent advice. Whether 
this patient would have undertaken the surgery had warning been given (ie. 
averted injury)

Rosenberg v 
Percival 

INTERVENING ACTS

CAUSATION

BUT FOR TEST
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